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Jenkin Lloyd Jones lived an extraordinary life. He was born in Wales in 1843, but shortly 

after his birth his family moved to Wisconsin and took up farming there. The hard-working 

family started one farm and then moved to better land. In 1862, Jones joined the Union Army 

and fought in the Civil War, serving for nearly three years. After the war, Jones caught up with 

the education he longed to have and graduated from Meadville Lombard Theological School. 

Later, Jones served as the minister/director at All Souls Church /Abraham Lincoln Center in 

Chicago from 1882 until his death in 1918. During his tenure as minister, he also founded and 

edited Unity magazine; was the Secretary of the World’s Parliament of Religion, and the 

Secretary of the Western Unitarian Conference from 1875-1884. For a period, he was the full-

time missionary secretary of the Western Unitarian Conference. In his last decade, Jones was a 

pacifist and preached against U.S. involvement in World War I. 1 

 Jones championed many causes, “Between 1886 and 1915 Jones was active in more than 

20 associations and reform movements. He was the founder and first president of the Illinois 

State Charities, vice president of the American Humane Society, a board member of the Poetry 

Society of America, honorary vice president of the Anti-Imperialist League, leader of the Anti-

Saloon League of Chicago, director of the Non-Smokers Protective League, a charter member of 

the Civic Federation of Chicago, and founder of the Helen Heath Settlement House. He lectured 

in English at the University of Chicago and at Meadville, where he also served on the board. “2

 Jones’s primary passions included abolition, women’s empowerment, peace, religious 

freedom, social justice and prohibition. He valued self-discipline and expounded upon it in his 

sermon with William Channing Gannett titled, “Blessed be Drudgery.” 3 His own self-discipline 

is evidenced in the staggering amount he accomplished during his life.  
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 People who lived driven, self-disciplined lives populate history, but what moved Jenkin 

Lloyd Jones to channel his energy into new ways of thinking and doing?  Jones was a student of 

Darwin and felt a strong affinity for evolution. Evolution is woven into the fabric of his life--

both Darwin’s scientific theory and Jones’s own belief that the world and the human were 

always evolving and moving towards something better. He believed in the perfectibility of 

humanity. Jones, with his evolving sensibility along with other Western Unitarians influenced 

what would later become Unitarian Universalism; they moved the religion away from creedal 

proclivities, Christianity and even theism and towards an emphasis on social justice and 

pluralism. It is important to understand, then, what spurred these changes. More importantly, 

Jones ‘s theology of evolution gives contemporary Unitarian Universalists a model for keeping 

the faith nimble and evolving towards something better. Jones was never attached to the religious 

or social status quo. Instead, he worked tirelessly to bring about the world that could be, 

shedding what no longer worked and embracing new ways of agency and thought. In a world 

that is in tremendous flux, Jones’s evolutionary theology and philosophy will serve 

contemporary Unitarian Universalists well. This framework of evolution is apparent in Jenkin 

Lloyd Jones’s thoughts, actions and beliefs in regard to race, nature, religion, peace and the role 

of women. 

Jenkin Lloyd Jones thoughts on race first emerge in the motives for his enlistment in the 

Union Army. He enrolled for the twin notions of keeping the nation intact and his beliefs about 

slavery and abolition. In the preface to An Artilleryman’s Diary with the Sixth Wisconsin Battery 

During the Civil War, Jones begins by saying, “Whatever value this publication may have, lies in 

the fact that it offers a typical case—a small cross section of the army that freed the slave and 

saved the union.”4 Later in the book he says, “Joined the Bible class in chapel of Christian 
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Commission, where we had a spirited discussion as to whether we are ever justifiable in 

disobeying the divine law in order to conform with the law of the land. Most took the old 

Abolitionist view of it.” 5 Many years later in a sermon titled “Lincoln Soldiers, Jones says, 

 I want you to believe that the Declaration of Independence is a sacred document, that 

Lincoln was right, that your fathers were right when they fought against slavery. Oh, how 

bad it was, how sad it was! How glad we ought to be that it is all over. And I want you to 

believe that the results of freedom are all good. I want you to know more and more the 

story of Frederick Douglass, of Booker T. Washington, Paul Dunbar, and the many other 

colored men and women that have risen out of slavery and ignorance, obscurity and 

opposition, to be great and good, to be wise and useful, to be noble and helpful.6  

 

Clearly the abolition of slavery and the advancement of African Americans informed his 

thinking about race and the evolution of the status of African Americans in America.  

 Jones, while staunchly abolitionist, nevertheless uses the language of his time. 

Throughout the diary he makes remarks that make modern readers cringe. He writes, “Also went 

to the colored school under charge of Chaplain of 17th Colored. Had schoolteachers, being 

volunteers from the ranks, teaching the little wooly-heads their “A.B.C’s.” …All seemed 

attentive and anxious to receive the instruction but poorly imparted to them.”7 Although the 

vernacular offends our modern ears, Jones did not see African Americans as inherently inferior 

to white people. He believed in equality and abolition in theory, but being from Wisconsin, his 

interactions with African Americans were either severely limited or nonexistent until the war. 

Then he met many African Americans, but under less-than-ideal circumstances. Later, he would 

develop more meaningful relationships with his African American congregants and colleagues 

and his thoughts on race would become more evolved, concrete and positive.  

  In the time I had with archival materials, I did not find anything written by Jones 

regarding his thoughts about race and equality after the Civil War diary. Secondary sources, 

however, paint a picture of a man who moved from an abstract notion of equality of the races to 
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a man embodying and living those beliefs. In his book, Black Pioneers in a White Denomination 

Mark Morrison-Reed writes, 

There were Unitarians who had vision, as well. One was the Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones 

who, when he became a minster of All Souls Unitarian Church in Chicago in 1882, set 

out to form a “church which must emphasize Universal Brotherhood.” Indeed, a black 

member of his congregation, Mrs. Fannie Barrier Williams, delivered an address at the 

1893 World Parliament of Religions entitled, “The Religious Mission of the Colored 

Race.” And when Jones created the Abraham Lincoln Centre in 1905 as a new home for 

the Chicago All Souls Church, he envisioned ‘a great community…at the heart of which 

should be the interracial, non-sectarian church.’8.  

 

 It would also appear that Jones’ determination to be an interracial church was more than 

aspirational. In the book, The Chicago NAACP and the Rise of Black Professional Leadership, 

1910-1966, Christopher Robert Reed says,  

By the beginning of the twentieth century, Jones concluded regretfully that ‘the battle for 

equality had not ended at Appomattox.’  Chiding his twentieth-century contemporaries 

who overlooked the need for a continued militancy to secure justice for blacks, he 

glorified in ‘the cleaner ethical vision [that provided] the fathers were more nearly right 

than their condescending and compromising sons. ‘He was hailed by the Chicago 

Defender and recognized by the colored citizens of Chicago and as the venerable apostle 

of equal rights. Yet when he found a few words of praise for the work of Washington at 

Tuskegee, W.E.B. Du Bois, nearly one thousand miles away in New York, criticized him 

as a threat to the cause of racial equality. Notwithstanding this unfair assault from afar, 

Jones remained a stalwart in the movement until his death late in the decade9  

 

One personal relationship that is indicative of his affinity with African American colleagues is 

mentioned in Wanda A. Hendrick’s book, Fannie Barrier Williams: Crossing the Borders of 

Religion and Race,  

Within six months of Woolley’s death, Jenkin Lloyd Jones died, the man who had played 

a major role in introducing Barrier Williams to Unitarian ideology, nurtured her quest for 

social justice, and spearheaded the building of the interracial Abraham Lincoln Center in 

1905. While in Tower Hill, Wisconsin, in September 1918 he suffered a strangulated 

hernia. The subsequent surgery proved too difficult for him, and he never recovered. 

Most newspapers highlighted his pacifism and views against the war, but Barrier 

Williams would remember him for his unwavering support of her.10  
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Based on Jenkin Lloyd Jones’s early thoughts in his war diary and the accounts of his 

later actions and relationships recorded in secondary sources we can see how Jones evolved in 

interracial matters. Jones always believed in the wrongness of slavery and in freeing black 

people. What evolved is the context of his beliefs. He started with an abstraction and later 

created a cultural and religious center where ideas of equality were made manifest. Clearly, he 

also had positive relationships with African Americans in a more personal context. He evolved 

from theory into praxis. 

While race relations highlight Jenkin Lloyd Jones’s inner evolution, his sermons and 

writings on nature were focused on the external forces of evolution. Jones was very interested in 

the evidence he saw that evolution was at work in nature and enlarged upon Darwin’s work. 

Nature is a central theme and very important in Jones’ life. Even in the midst of fighting in the 

Civil war, Jones often commented on the countryside, “Gathered a beautiful bouquet of delicate 

spring flowers, violets, forget-me-nots, sweet williams etc.”11 He spent his summers recharging 

through nature at Tower Hill in Wisconsin during his years as a minister. Further, his sermons 

were occasionally printed in Hoard’s Dairyman and he often spoke at agricultural events. Jones, 

having grown up on a farm, viewed nature through the lens of the farmer. Thomas E. Graham, 

reflecting on Jones in his preface to The Agricultural Social Gospel in America: The Gospel of 

the Farm says, “Nature by itself, though, was only the beginning place. The farm is nature with 

human effort added. For all her power, nature is inefficient, inadequate and clumsy. The story of 

the farm is the story of human attempts to improve on nature.”12 Jones’s outlook on nature was 

colored by the biblical Genesis story in which man has dominion over the earth and he viewed 

mankind as the pinnacle of evolution.  
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An example of this comes from a series of sermons Jones did about evolution called 

“Life On the Road.” In one of these sermons he says,  

When the clumsy scales, the outside armament of the mollusk gave way to the bony 

tunnel wherein the spinal column was protected, and through which a nervous system 

was developed, and brain, the instrument of wit, crowned the column, then size became 

not only of secondary importance but a positive hindrance. Dexterity, not bulk, 

determined the leading. Wit led the advanced column of life. Man triumphed over the 

lower orders of life that could out-speed him, outweigh him, but he out-witted them. One 

thing is clear, that brain not brawn is the higher quest of nature. Destiny favors wit.13  

 

 In this understanding of evolution, Jones did not grasp the interdependence of predator 

and prey, “The lower animals are solitary. Only those that have developed a social instinct have a 

permanent place in nature. The feline animals who live lonely lives, hunt their prey alone and 

fight their enemies single handed, are doomed. They are fast passing out of existence.”14 On the 

other hand, he was right in predicting large predators were headed for extinction. What he did 

not anticipate was human expansion with the subsequent loss of habitat, and that people, not 

evolution would cause prey and predator species alike to become extinct.  

These observations on nature and evolution, however limited, shaped his worldview. It is 

hard to separate his thoughts about nature from his thoughts on peace or religion. He saw 

evolutionary changes in nature as a metaphor for human progress. For instance, Jones writes, “In 

the first place, biology goes to show that the Lamb, and not the Lion, is the end aim of life on the 

globe.”15 He also preached,   

In the child the law of evolution came into its full circle. For with the babe came love into 

the world, disinterested, self-denying, self-limiting love. With the child came 

forethought, simplicity and infinite patience, came ingenuity touched with inexhaustible 

skill. For the baby’s sake the fire was built and preserved on the hearth. For the baby’s 

sake the first blanket was woven, the first shelter erected, the first garden planted, and the 

first cow milked. For the baby’s sake the warrior forgot his weapons, ceased his 

wondering [sic] and stayed at home. For the baby’s sake the primitive world was slowly 

but surely beaten into a plowshare, and in the hands of the baby the bludgeon, the spear 

and the javelin became a convenient hobbyhorse. The well-being of the child is the 

barometer by which the progress of civilization is safely estimated.16 
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 To recap, Jenkin Lloyd Jones was deeply enmeshed with nature. He saw it as a work in 

progress—changing through evolution and synonymous with human progress. He believed 

nature favored intelligence and pacifism. Jones perceived the impact humans had on the 

environment—through innovative farming or eliminating predators-- as progress. He read 

Darwin and incorporated evolution into his worldview. To Jones evolution always meant human 

behavioral evolution. 

    Jenkin Lloyd Jones, perhaps more than in any other arena of his life, including his 

relationship with nature, brought evolution to bear in his ever changing, ever growing concept of 

religion. The foundation for his religious evolution can be found in his youth; Jenkin Lloyd Jones 

came from a long line of Unitarian Ministers. In writing about Richard, Jenkin’s father, Richard  

Harlan Thomas says, “His father’s had been leaders in the challenge to the established church, 

and his mother’s family had fought for religious liberty and broad education. He belonged by 

blood to the ‘dissenters’ in religion reaching back to 1726.”17 The online Dictionary of Unitarian 

and Universalist Biographies adds, 

Although they did not share all of its beliefs, the Jones family was invited to join the local 

Ixonia church. After visiting ministers complained about the Jones "heretics," and 

Richard Lloyd Jones refused to resign his membership, a heresy trial was held. Jones won 

his case by pointing out that his family had been invited to join the congregation even 

after they had stipulated that they could not subscribe to the creed. When the frustrated 

judges began to discipline the minister who had admitted them, the Joneses resigned and 

held their own services. A churchgoing family, they nevertheless continued to attend the 

community worship. 

After ten years in Ixonia, the Joneses moved to Spring Green in the Wisconsin River 

Valley, where, for lack of something more liberal, they attended the German Baptist 

church. Often critical of what they heard in church, and perceived by neighbors as high-

handed, the family was known locally as "the God-Almighty Joneses."’18  
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This upbringing taught Jenkin Lloyd Jones that it was acceptable to go your own way in matters 

of religion.  

His upbringing also gave Jenkin Lloyd Jones the confidence he had in his religion and his 

willingness to let his faith evolve and change. Wikipedia states, “Many of his classmates were 

also veterans of the war, and he soon became a class leader. He examined the implications of the 

theory of evolution on ideas about God in his commencement paper, ‘Theological Bearings of 

Development Theory.’"19 From the beginning then, Jones believed that religion was an evolving 

proposition. 

Jenkin Lloyd Jones’s belief in the changing and evolving nature of religion is 

demonstrated in a sermon where Jones preaches, 

Can we go a little farther and ask whence comes this sense of beauty, law and order? 

How was born in the human heart this thought of God? Can we trace Life on the Road, 

moving onward and upward, not only from Worm to Biped, from Braun[sic] to Brain, 

from Tyranny to Democracy, from Hatred to Love, but from the lower groveling, 

confused conception of God, to this conception of God that identifies the universe, that 

synthesizes the verities, that opens the mind and heart, that makes the chorus of the___     

in humanity.  

 Down there on the lower realm of human life, the scholars discover what they call 

fetishism, surviving still in the darker corners of the darkest continent, where man, 

touched with the mystery and awe of some peculiar thing or place, at the prompting of 

the untutored heart, meets the inquiry of the untrained mind, and lo! clothes it with divine 

power… 

Then comes the love element and the sense of duty. And we find this ladder of faith, 

climbing which, human nature rises from fetishism, the worship of things, to animism the 

worship of gods, to polytheism that multiples [sic] the divinites [sic] to the needs of the 

human heart, to henotheism that seeks one out of many as their chosen god, up to a sense 

of oneness, a creative energy that at last breaks into the unspeakable God of ours, in all 

and through all. He, ‘in whom we live and move and have our being,’ whose kingdom 

lies within.20    

 

 This evolution of religious thought made Jenkin Lloyd Jones a scout out ahead of the 

main body of Unitarianism. Although they would eventually follow, in many of the precepts 
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Jones laid out he was too far ahead of his time and that isolated him. David Robinson, in his 

book, The Unitarians and the Universalists says,  

Jenkin Lloyd Jones was the leader of the Unity men, the radically modernist element in 

Midwest Unitarianism of the later nineteenth century. Jones had a forceful personality 

and was a tireless worker; he combined these traits to lead the Western Unitarian 

conference on a largely independent path from Boston Unitarianism. He stressed an 

absolutely creedless ‘ethical basis’ as the common element in the churches he wanted to 

bring together, a theological position that left Christology, and some believed even 

theology, in the background.21 

 

Another article expounds on the cost of Jones’s evolving sense of religion, 

Jones appealed to his Unitarian colleagues to join the Congress of Liberal Religion. 

Although many shared his ideals, they were not ready to invest their futures in this 

vaguely defined nonsectarian Congress. Taking their hesitancy as a personal rejection, in 

1898 he and All Souls church declared themselves ‘undenominational.’ Relations 

between Jones and the WUC worsened when the Conference voted to replace Unity as its 

official publication with a monthly magazine, Old and New. In the pages of Unity Jones 

vented his anger at what he saw as the defection of his friends. Many of the women 

ministers he had supported were distressed at this break with their champion and sought 

reconciliation. They tried to demonstrate their solidarity with him by naming new 

churches either ‘All Souls’ or ‘Unity.’22  

 

The cost was high for being in the vanguard of Unitarianism. Jones had his own way of thinking 

about it, “I do not find God in the crowds. Never trust majorities if you want to be on the side of 

God. They are going that way but they are not going in herds.”23 Jenkin Lloyd Jones trusted his 

evolving sense of God and religion and took Unitarianism in a new direction.  

 In addition to evolving religiously, Jenkin Lloyd Jones evolved into a strong pacifist over 

the course of his life. He served as an artilleryman for nearly three years in the Civil War about 

which he later said, "the thing done was worth the cost, but it was the wrong way to do it.”24 

After the Civil War, Jones opposed the Spanish-American War and preached for peace. His 

passion for pacifism, however, came into its own during the buildup to World War I. Jones 

corresponded with the President Wilson, urging him to keep the U.S. out of the war. He was a 

charter member of the Chicago Peace Society and belonged to other peace organizations. His 
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magazine, Unity devoted a generous amount of space to pacifist articles and Jones preached and 

spoke extensively on peace. Jones was also part of Henry Ford’s Peace Expedition. Jones’s 

tireless advocacy came at a price, unlike most pacifist preachers he kept his pulpit, but there were 

schisms with his friends and colleagues. The postal department suspended delivery of Unity 

under the Espionage Act of 1917. The ban was lifted while Jones was on his deathbed.25  

 Jones’s pacifism likely had its roots in his war experiences, but he rarely drew such a 

straight line. Thomas E Graham notes, “Peace was uppermost on his mind in 1917. Jones’ 

experience in the Civil War had taught him the awfulness and misery of war, and his 

understanding of evolutionary progress inspired him to believe that war was a dysfunctional 

remnant of a lower stage of human progress.”26 Leaving others to make the explicit connection 

between his early war experiences and his pacifism, Jones focused on the link between evolution 

and the cessation of war.  

 One such link was made in a sermon Jenkin Lloyd Jones preached,  

This is a sociological as well as a bilogical [sic] fact. Battleships, fortresses, cannon, 

bayonet and all the clumsy habiliments of war belong to the mollusk state: they are 

batrachian. In so far as England, German, France, Russia and the United States trust their 

armaments and base thereon claim of belonging to the, ‘Powers,’ they are turtle nations… 

But this evolution of brain is thwarted, and degeneracy sets in when wit does not pass 

into love and thought is not converted into sympathy.27 

 

 In another sermon Jenkin Lloyd Jones says,  

The lower animals are solitary. Only those that have developed a social instinct have a 

permanent place in nature. The feline animals who live lonely lives, hunt their prey alone 

and fight their enemies single handed, are doomed. They are fast passing out of existence. 

The old international code was based on the theory of essential antagonism. Enmity was 

assumed to be the normal attitude of one nation towards another. This is the government 

of tyrants: the government of the “strong man,” When strength is typified by the pike, the 

spear, the sword, the cannon and the battleship. The masculine aggressiveness, the rule of 

the strong was realized in a most eminent degree by Babylon, Egypt and the others but it 

did not save them, and it will not save the strong powers of today, that one rooted in 

rivalry, defended by armament. Russia, German, Great Britain and the United States so 

far as they rest in the philosophy of hate and trust to the rule of the strong, have go to go. 
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Love has cosmic roots reaching down to the most primal parenthood. Not the rule of the 

warrior but the rule of the mother is the more fundamental. Love in not sentimentality but 

sympathy, and sympathy is rooted in simplicity and reason. The new state is the enlarged 

home, and it is to discharge more and more, the function of motherhood. The ”new 

woman” is the woman that becomes the essential part of the state because she stands for 

the sympathies of love, the simplicity of reason and the modesties of the moral law. The 

show, the display, the costliness, the affectation that is in the name of charity, delights in 

the barbaric display of oriental tyranny, the splendor of the harem and the cruelties and 

display of despots, is a travesty on charity, an indignity to love. It is an offence to 

womanhood and retards the evolution out of hate into love, a love that is to be as 

fundamental in the state as it is now in the family. Some such conception of love as this 

must have been in the mind of Goethe when he saw civilization led on by the “Eternally-

Womanly.28  

 

To Jones’s, evolution was the path to peace. Humans would get there, and woman would move 

that evolutionary outcome forward. 

 Jenkin Lloyd Jones relationships with women demonstrated more than just their role in 

moving us towards peace; his relationships demonstrated his inherent belief in social evolution 

as well. His attitudes towards women, at any rate, were deeply grounded in his relationships. He 

thought highly of his mother, Mary and mentioned her often in his war diary, “Hardly waiting to 

go to my tent, I tore it open, found a pair of socks knit by the hands of my mother; she who so 

often in times gone by has contributed to my comfort and happiness, had again remembered me 

in her labors, while suffering severely under the ruthless hand of disease. Oh how precious she is 

to me, and how fondly I will cherish her humble gift.”29 Jones’s first relationship with a woman 

was a powerful and positive one. Another woman that made a big impression on Jones is also 

mentioned in his war diary,  

Our camp was visited today by Mother Bickerdyke with four mule teams loaded with 

good things from the North for the soldiers. …Noble woman. I still remember with 

gratitude the motherly interest she took in my welfare while lying in the hospital at 

Corinth. …Her glowing, welcoming face, filled with cordiality, had a magnetic influence 

upon the hearts of all, such a contrast to the haughty, disdainful looks we are accustomed 

to receive from women in general.30  
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Mother Bickerdyke embodied for Jones all that was good in the world in the middle of a terrible 

war and was another positive role model. After the war, Jones married Susan Barber Jones.  

 Susan strongly influenced Jenkin Lloyd Jones’s life. Cynthia Grant Tucker when talking 

about Jones’s support for women ministers wrote,  

Jones’s sympathies with the Hamilton movement emerged as well from a deep respect for 

women and their abilities. This respect was anchored in his relationship with his wife, 

Susan Barber Jones, whom he had married right after his graduation from seminary in 

1870. From the start, the marriage had been a working partnership in which there was 

never a question of whether the wife was her husband’s equal. Nine years older than 

Jenkin and better educated as well as more cultured, Susan had been the secretary at 

Meadville when the couple met and worked for her husband in the same capacity during 

his ministry. But she also served as his tutor, exposing him to art and poetry, and 

achieved status as a leader in her own right, sometimes filling her husband’s pulpit when 

he could not preach.31 

 

 The positive relationships extended beyond Jones’s family as well.  

 Jones had close professional and mentoring relationships with many exceptional women 

including Jane Addams, Mary Safford, Eleanor Gordon, Fannie Barrier Williams, and Celia 

Parker Woolley. Tucker writes, “Jones’s manifest sympathy and respect for females throughout 

his life was to win the devotion of sister reformers like Jane Addams, who spoke of him when he 

died as, ‘a brother, helper, and defender’ to women like herself and those who had served in the 

frontier pastorates; and did not always have an easy time. “32 These relationships with family, 

friends and colleagues were formative for Jones.  

   Although these relationships influenced Jenkin Lloyd Jones’s thinking about women and 

their roles, something more pushed him. Many men must have noticed women had sharp minds 

and strong talents but never felt compelled to act on this knowledge. Jones, however, with his 

world-view of evolution and progress was receptive to people growing and taking on new roles. 

He is best remembered for his role in promoting women clergy in the Unitarian denomination, 
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which was unusual in that day and age. Another new role he embraced for women was a 

woman’s right to vote, 

The fact that in this political fight, as in their denominational struggle, the battle lines 

were clearly drawn between the East and the West reinforced the sisterhood’s feeling of 

déjà vu. Jenkin Lloyd Jones, representing the freer spirit in the heartland and unsurpassed 

in his feminist zeal and stamina, worked for the cause for so many years that by the time 

he reached his seventies, he was billing himself as ‘America’s aboriginal suffragist.”33  

 

Jones’s rejection of the status quo and his belief that humans were always evolving upward and 

onward allowed him to see women as capable beings.  

 Jones makes further observations about the evolving role of women in his sermon, The 

Women's Uprising: a sermon of the Women's Congress held in Chicago, May 15-21, 1893,  

These meetings were a stupendous illustration of nature’s tendency to variation. I doubt if 

ever before was presented at one time and one place such a concentration of radical force, 

of defiance to old standards, independence of conventional limitation. Eve at last 

demanded a recognition. Nay, she came to Chicago and commanded recognition. She no 

longer remained silent under the humiliating insinuations of her lordly Adam. Paul’s 

inunction to keep silent was set aside. …How these women lawyers, women doctors, 

women bankers, woman authorities on the turf, women experts in farming, fishing and 

preaching, would have startled the good mothers of even fifty years ago.”34  

 

He further expounds on his view of Eve in another sermon where he said,  

The less I believe in the fallen man the more I believe in the rising Adam, the less I 

believe in that wicked woman who introduced sin and death into the world, the more I 

believe in that splendid woman who shook the tree of knowledge and gathered the apples 

therefrom and gave Adam to eat thereof. That is what has brought us here. The first 

wings that helped man rise out of the realm of the brute and the tyranny of the flesh is 

thought, knowledge, that which eats of the fruit of the trees of knowledge, the apples of 

investigation, call it what you will. To call it by its modern name is to name it science, 

the desire to know, the determination to think…35  

 

In Eve, Jenkin Lloyd Jones did not see the Biblical progenitor of sin, but as the height of 

evolutionary change and the bringer of knowledge and reason. Eve would bring humanity away 

from its brutish nature into a better age.  
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 Jones’s receptivity to change and evolution allowed him to see the women in his life as 

capable, intelligent people. He capitalized on their availability and willingness to serve in rural 

pulpits. In exchange he promoted and encouraged woman as they tackled new or difficult roles. 

He was the champion of the Iowa sisterhood and of many other women as well. He was 

unwavering in his support of woman and his belief they were leading humanity to greater 

evolutionary heights.  

 In conclusion Jones wrote,  

Nothing in this great world stands alone.” and "The religions of the world are measured 

by their expanding sympathies, their widening alliances. Pitiable is the spirit that is afraid 

of contamination by contact with a spirit of a different creed from its own, a mind with a 

different philosophy from its own, a man or a woman who walks a different social round 

from his own. Most pitiable of all is the soul that is afraid of another soul encased in a 

skin more white, or black, or yellow than its own.36  

 

Jenkin Lloyd Jones’s religion of expanding sympathies and his willingness to enlarge his own 

sympathies, especially as they interfaced with race, nature, religion, peace and the role of women 

enabled his faith to morph and evolve over time. Jenkin Lloyd Jones’s vision of what 

Unitarianism could look like in this world continues to inspire and instruct Unitarian 

Universalism today.  
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